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Micro Jets and Sprays deliver a fine spray of water over an area of up to 
2 metres radius, making them ideal for covering small areas of plants. 
Because they cover small areas (rather than individual plants), micro jet 
and spray systems are quicker to install and can be much more cost 
effective compared to drip irrigation systems, but are not as efficient 
with water. You can buy pre-made micro jets on stakes with micro tube, 
further reducing installation time, or you can buy all the components 
individually to customise individually to customise your system as much as you'd like. 
We would recommend using Micro Jet and Spray systems for large 
gardens and landscaped areas, nurseries and greenhouses. 
There are many different types to choose from, so read this guide 
carefully to make sure that you pick the right type for your garden. Later 
in the guide we will list the full range available and their uses. If you have 
any questions at all, feel free to contact us.

If you haven’t already done so, complete the Garden Irrigation Design 
Pack. This will help you prepare all the required information for planning 
an irrigation system.

Micro Jet and Spray Systems for Beautiful Gardens

What are Micro Jets and Sprays?

Where to Start

When you have a map of your garden and the locations of all your
plants, we can start to choose which types of sprays we will use.  
What type of Micro Jet/Spray should you choose? 
TheThere are several different types of micro jets and sprays to use with 
differing spray patterns and purposes. Take a look at the different types 
available and pick the type you think will work best for your irrigation 
system.

Standard and Vari-Flow Micro Spray Jets 
The range of standaThe range of standard micro jets and Vari-Flow micro jets deliver a fine spray of water evenly over an area of up 
to 2 metres radius. Available with different spray patterns (90°, 180°, 360°, and Strip Jet). The Vari-Flow micro 
jets have the extra ability of an adjustable flow and coverage. Simply turn the flow control to increase/decrease 
flow. A maximum flow rate of 55 litres per hour and a spread of up to 2 metres radius can be expected from 
Micro Spray Jets. These can be used at ground level, elevated using a stake or installed overhead. A mister 
version is also available that has an even finer spray of water (mist) with a flow rate of 20 litres per hour and a 
spread of 50 centimetres.  
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What type of Micro Jet/Spray should you choose cont. 
Spectrum Sprays 
The spectrum sprThe spectrum sprays are a full circle vortex sprayer with an adjustable 
flow and coverage. They have a fine spray and offers even coverage 
over a large area. They have a maximum flow rate of 65 litres per hour 
and have a maximum coverage of up to 1.5 metres radius. These are 
ideal for installation at ground level. These are not as efficient as the 
Micro Spray Jets, but have the benefit of releasing a larger volume of 
water per square meter making them ideal for applications requiring 
fast fast watering. Typically we would use these for large containers and 
within flower beds and borders. 
Downsprays 
A downspray does exactly what it sounds like. Generally used for 
watering trees, shrubs and small areas. They have a spray jet that 
distributes water evenly and gently. These are used in conjunction with 
a jet stake to elevate the spray jet above the surface to be watered. 
The gentle spray minimises damage to delicate plant foliage, and the 
45° downspray reduces the effect of wind, minimising water wastage. 
These have a flow rate of 22 litres per hour. These are particularly 
useful useful for trees and shrubs in pots, and are typically used in tree lots 
and nurseries.

Building a Shopping List 
Determine what is required 
When you know what type of sprays are required, we can start to plan 
the positioning of the micro jets/sprays and the planning the pipe 
network. 
How many micro jets/sprays are required 
HoHow many micro jets/sprays is dependant on the shape and size of 
your garden. Using your scale drawing and a compass will help you 
plan how many micro jets/sprays you require. If using downsprays, 
typically one for each pot/plant is a good rule of thumb, or for small 
areas, one downspray shared between a few plants grouped closely 
together.

Micro Jet and Spray Systems for a Beautiful Garden
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Micro Jet and Spray Systems for a Beautiful Garden
- Micro Jets 
First of all, set the radius of your compass to the scale of 2 metres for micro jets (for 1:100 scale, this would be 
2cm). Then proceed to draw either quarter circles (90° micro jets), semi circles (180° micro jets) and full circles 
(360° micro jets) to best cover your planted areas. You can reduce the radius if required, but bear in mind that 
you will need to choose vari-flow micro jets to reduce spray radius. Overlap to avoid dry patches.  
There is no right or wrong way in the positioning of micro jets, but you do need to ensure that the areas you want 
watering are covered within the circles that you draw. You also need to mark the point of the compass as this will 
determine the location of your micro jet when it comes to installation. Generally we would use the 90° micro jets 
for corners, 180° micro jets for borders up to 2m wide, and 360° micro jets for larger areas. 

- Spectrum Sprays

SSet the radius of the compass to the scale of 1.5 metres (for 1:100 scale, this would be 1.5cm). Then proceed to 
draw full circles to cover the areas to be watered. You can reduce the radius if required as the spectrum sprays 
are adjustable. You will need to mark the point of the compass for each circle as this will determine the location 
of your micro jet when it comes to installation. As mentioned before, there is no right or wrong way to position 
the sprays, but ensuring you overlap the sprays will prevent any dry patches. 
- Downsprays  
You wont need to draw circles on your plan to determine how many downsprays you require. A good rule of 
thumb is to use one downspray for each plant. For a group of small plants closely planted together, you can use 
one downspray shared between them. 

Expressed in litres per minute, you can easily measure this with a bucket 
and the calculation below. Simply take a bucket (doesn’t matter what 
size it is, but you need to know the volume to be able to complete the 
calculation) and then time how long it takes to fill it up. From this 
exercise you will then be able to follow the formula below to determine 
the flow rate coming from your water source.  
((Volume of container    Time to fill container) x 60 = Litres per minute 
*If you use a pump, refer to the technical note which indicates the pressure and 
the flow available.

Checking flow rate 
When planning an irrigation system, understanding how much water is available from your chosen water source 
is paramount. If we don’t check this, the performance of the system could be in jeopardy. This is because we 
could be trying to release more water than there is physically available.
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The path we have drawn represents the main supply route. The pipe used for this is the 13mm Irrigation Supply 
Pipe, an LDPE pipe that is UV and weather protected, easy to cut to length and works in-conjunction with 13mm 
irrigation fittings.

From this main supply pipe, we can connect either the micro jets/sprays that 
are pre-assembled on stakes, or we can connect the micro jets/spray heads 
directly to the main supply line. All the components are available to buy 
individually so you can really customise exactly how you want your system 
configured. Later in the guide we will talk about different types of 
configuration. 
When When you have drawn the pipe network, measure the pipe path you drew on 
your plan. Because this is to scale, it will be easy to calculate how much is 
needed. Take into consideration any vertical climbs you may wish to have 
(don’t forget the pipe running from the tap to the ground). 

How many zones will we require? 
AAfter we have checked the water flow from our water 
source, we can determine how many micro jets/sprays we 
can have on any single run. We do this by taking the flow 
rate of the water source and dividing this by the flow rate 
of the chosen micro jet/spray. See the table below for flow 
rates of the different sprays. If the quantity of sprays you 
have planned for exceeds the quantity of sprays your water 
sousource will support, then we will have to divide the system 
into different zones.

Determine the length of Supply Pipe required 
FFrom the tap, draw a path past all the micro jets/sprays you have planned for. This path can branch off in 
different directions (using t connectors) and can do 90° turns around obstacles (using elbow connectors). The 
idea of a watering system is to be hidden, so take into consideration the best route for the pipework to be out of 
sight. This could be underground (up to 5cm), under mulch, hidden behind bushes, or neatly pinned to a wall or 
fence. If you have a large garden, you will need to split this into different zones as there may not be enough 
water coming from your tap to feed the entire garden all at once with micro jets or sprays. This will mean you 
hahave different lengths of pipe running from the garden tap. See checking flow rate to determine how many micro 
jets/sprays can be run at once from your tap. 

55 litres per hour 65 litres per hour 22 litres per hour

Spectrum Sprays DownspraysMicro Spray Jets

Micro Jet and Spray Systems for a Beautiful Garden
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Count up everything else 
Count up the outlets, fixings and connectors required based on your plan. For instance, count how many times
you branch the pipe of in different directions to determine how many t connectors you require, or how many 
90°turns you make to determine how many elbow connectors you require, or how many dead ends you have to
determine how many stop end connectors you require. Later in the guide we have a full list of recommended
parts parts for garden watering systems, and their uses.
It’s always worth buying a few more than planned as this way you can make sure there are no nasty surprises
when completing the install and you won’t be left short of any components. We find that we are always short of
elbows, wall clips and pipe stakes.

A Typical Shopping List for Micro Spray Jet Systems 
Flower Beds and Borders 
SScenario - We have a rear garden with flower borders around the edge of the 
garden with a width of 2m. The total length of the flower border is 20 metres 
(and 5 metres from the tap to the start of the flower border). We want to 
water the flower borders automatically everyday. We draw a plan and 
determine that we will use 180° micro jets at the back of the flower beds 
spaced 3 metres apart and 90° micro jets used in the corners. A total of six 
180° micro jets are required and two 90° micro jets. After checking our flow 
rate, rate, we know that we have plenty of water to support what is required. From 
this information we would build the following shopping list. 
• Water Timer - Pick an easy to program water timer for automatic daily 
watering. Our favourites are the Claber Water Timers.
• Nut and Tail Tap Adaptor - This fits to the outlet of the water timer and 
allows the main supply pipe to be connected.
• 25 Metres of 13mm Irrigation Supply Pipe - This is the main carrier of 
water (doesn’t release water) and runs past all the plant pots and containers.
• 13mm Elbow connectors, t connectors, stop end connectors etc. - Based 
on the plans requirements, choose 13mm connectors to guide the pipe 
around the garden and terminate runs.
• • Pipe Stakes and Wall Clips - Available for both 13mm and 4mm pipe, this 
secures the pipe in place. Use the stakes to secure the pipe to soil or wall clips 
to secure the pipe to walls and fences.
• Vari-Flow Spike Jets - These are pre-assembled to save on installation 
time, with a length of micro pipe already fitted, a tube adaptor, and has an 
irrigation hole punch build into the bottom. We choose six of the 180° 
versions and two of the 90° versions.

Micro Jet and Spray Systems for a Beautiful Garden
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A Typical Shopping List for Downsprays 
Nurseries and Tree Lots 
SScenario - We have a tree nursery with 100 trees in containers that 
require regular watering. All the containers are closely grouped 
together, and there is a tap close by that we can use for the water 
source. Based on the flow rate of the tap, we determine that we can 
only have 50 downsprays running at a time, so we will need to split 
the irrigation system into two. We first off want to run one line of 
main supply pipe from the tap past 50 of the containers, and then 
ananother length of main supply pipe running from the tap past the 
remaining 50 containers. In total we would require 100 metres of 
main supply pipe. We also want to be able to shut off flow to 
individual containers as and when they’re sold. We also want the 
watering to be automatic to save on labour. 

From this information we would build the following shopping list.

• Water Timer - The ideal timer for this project would be the Claber 
Duplo, as it allows the irrigation system to be split into two easily, 
with just one computer to control both lines.
• 2x Nut and Tail Tap Adaptor - This fits to the outlet of the water 
timer and allows the main supply pipe to be connected. One for each 
outlet.
• • 100 Metres of 13mm Irrigation Supply Pipe - This is the main 
carrier of water (doesn’t release water) and runs past all of the 
containers.
• 13mm Elbow connectors, t connectors, stop end connectors etc. - 
Based on the plans requirements, choose 13mm connectors to guide 
the pipe around the nursery and terminate runs.
• • Pipe Stakes and Wall Clips - Available for both 13mm and 4mm 
pipe, this secures the pipe in place. Use the stakes to secure the pipe 
to soil or wall clips to secure the pipe to walls, fences and posts.
• Downspray Wire Stake with Shut-Off - These are pre-assembled 
to save on installation time, with a long length of micro pipe already 
fitted, a tube adaptor, and a shut-off clip to stop flow when a tree is 
removed.
• • Irrigation Hole Punch - This is used to make the connection from 
the micro tube of the Downspray to the 13mm Irrigation Supply Pipe.

Micro Jet and Spray Systems for a Beautiful Garden
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Connect to the Tap:
If using a water timer, screw this directly on to the outside tap, then later we will connect the 13mm supply pipe 
to the outlet of the water timer via the nut and tail tap adaptor. If using a pressure reducer, we add this to the 
outlet of the water timer first, then attach the nut and tail tap adaptor. 
Create the Network of Pipe Work:
a)a) Lay out the 13mm supply pipe around the area to be watered. The pipe will be more manageable if warmed in 
sunshine prior to use. Initially position it with weights until it relaxes.
b) Cut the 13mm supply pipe using scissors and create the network using the required fittings (elbows, t pieces, 
stop ends etc.). 
c) Anchor and fix the supply pipe in place using stakes and wall clips. Ideal placement of stakes for the 13mm 
pipe is one every 1-2 metres.
d)d) The 13mm supply pipe should ideally be positioned within 30cm of the location of micro jets and sprays that 
will be installed on stakes.  
Connect the Micro Jets/Sprays
a)a) If you are using micro jets and sprays on stakes, attach the micro jet/spray to the stake, position the stake, 
and then cut a length of micro pipe to reach from the 13mm supply pipe to the stake. Connect Micro Supply Pipe 
to 13mm supply pipe by punching a hole in the 13mm pipe with an irrigation hole punch, then inserting a Tube 
Adaptor into said hole. This will allow for the connection to the Micro Supply Pipe. Occasionally slight leakage can 
occur from the supply pipe/micro pipe connection point. This usually seals over time. Ensure the fittings is 
correctly inserted at a 90° angle. Connect the other end of the Micro Supply Pipe to the inlet of the stake.
bb) Pre-assembled Micro Jets/Sprays on Asta Stakes have a hole punch built into the base of the stake. Simply 
use the built in hole punch to pierce the 13mm supply pipe, insert the tube adaptor connected to the micro pipe, 
then position the stake.
c) You can also insert micro jets and sprays directly into 13mm irrigation supply pipe by simply punching a hole 
using an irrigation hole punch, then inserting the threaded inlet of the micro jet/spray into the punched hole. 
Finish the installation
CConnect the system to the tap and test. Be sure to look out for any parts of the network that are releasing water 
not via the micro jets/sprays. Allow between 2-5 minutes for the system to build up and start releasing water. 
Once you have tested the system for any leaks, program the water timer. Depending on the water timer chosen, 
set it to turn on twice a day for roughly 5-10 minutes during cooler times of the year and 10-20 minutes for 
warmer periods of the year. 
Maintenance
AAt the end of the season, remove all stop ends. Flush with water to clean out any major debris, and then drain to 
avoid frost damage. Remove the water timer and any other tap accessories you may be using and store them 
away from frost. All drippers may be dismantled for cleaning. Soak in vinegar and water to remove any residues.

Installation of a Micro Jet/Spray System

Micro Jet and Spray Systems for a Beautiful Garden


